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SEMI-EMPIRICAL FORMULAS FOR HEAVY-ION
, therefore, the range of experimental ionization was restricted to 0.07 qoIZ for gases and to 0.15 qo/Z 0.95 for carbon. These ranges cover most cases of practical interest. The rms deviations in qo were 0.4 for gases and 0.5 for carbon, and the rms deviations in qo/Z were 4.0 % for gases and 3.3 % for carbon.
With the assumption of a Gaussian distribution Nikolaev and Dmitriev [5] used the Bohr criterion and found d2 ",dij/d In fil. If we assume p2 ",dqo/d In fil, then p2 '" zcx 03B203B4(1-qo/Z). We chose the slightly differrent expression p2 '" zcx { (qo /Z) (l-qo/Z) ri for the fits shown in figure 4 . The data are rather well represented by this expression ; the rms deviations in p are 4.5 % for gases and 6.7 % for carbon. In figure 6 predictions from the present formula ( [4, 5] . Substantially better agreement with experiment was obtained for small Fq values for heavy ions in dilute gases. Extreme caution should be used, however, in predictions for the heaviest, highly stripped ions where the data is scarce and in extrapolation outside the indicated ranges of qo/Z.
